
Additional Context and Analysis on the Discussion by the Commissioners, 
Council, and Highway Department 
 
[1.] The example provided by Starke County Commissioners and Counsel (see 
below) is an example of the right course of action, e.g., holding a public hearing.   
 

• Morton Marcus: Railing about rail crossings. Stark and Brown County 

 
 
The allegation that continues and is repeated by Commissioner Biddle/Magner (and 
others) is that ownership of land equates to control of a right-of-way. If this we so, e.g.,  
that land ownership implies control, then could every county road  be a toll road, for the 
benefit of adjacent homeowners?   
 
[2.] Mike Magner criticized August 17 KHTA presentation of two relevant pages from 
MUTCD (part 8): 
https://www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/mutcd/2011rev1/part8.pdf 
in support installing suitable reflectorized crossbucks -- a low-cost signal system 
complying with both INDOT and FRA standards. 
 
In his criticism, Magner presented no evidence from MUTCD regulations, nor could he 
cite sections of these regulations,  supporting his position. 
 

[3.]  More to the point, MUTCD (part 8), states the Highway Department should have 

performed an engineering study (see MUTCD excerpt below) in conjunction with the 

railroad -- something of sufficient quality to file with INDOT or present to the taxpayers of 

Brown County. 
 
INDOT and FRA standards [see excerpt from p. 772 of MUTCD (part 8) below] 
recommend that the highway manager and railroad company perform engineering 
studies to determine the appropriate signal system for a particular crossing. Since 
Commissioner Biddle stated the INRD case, that there would be interference between 
signal systems at the SR-45 crossing and the electrical system proposed by INRD, low-
cost passive crossbuck signals/signs should be chosen to regulate pedestrian traffic at 
crossing DOT 292 193F. Passive crossbuck signals/signs have no electrical 
components and could not interfere with electrical signals at the SR-45 crossing. 
 
 
 

-----------------------------Exerpt from MUTCD (part 8)----------------------------- 
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https://independentvotersofbrowncountyincom.files.wordpress.com/2022/07/mortonrailcrossings.pdf
https://www.in.gov/dot/div/contracts/design/mutcd/2011rev1/part8.pdf


Section 8A.02 Use of Standard Devices, Systems, and Practices at 

Highway-Rail Grade Crossings  
 
 Support:  

01          Because of the large number of significant variables to be considered, no single 

standard system of traffic control devices is universally applicable for all highway-rail 

grade crossings. Guidance:  
 

02         The appropriate traffic control system to be used at a highway-rail grade 

crossing should be determined by an engineering study involving both the highway 

agency and the railroad company. 
 
 
 


